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A blanket of fog where Nanaimo should be– photo Paul Chapman

ABOVE THE FOG
On this Saturday morning in February, I set off to hike up Mount Benson with Gabe, a dog borrowed from
a friend, for company. The morning starts out cold and foggy—a far cry from the weather forecast of clear
skies—but the dog doesn’t seem to mind.
There is a thin skiff of ice on Benson View Road as we approach the new parking area at the official trailhead access to the Mount Benson Regional Park. I manage to keep the van out of the ditches, easing into
an angled parking space between the vehicles of other hikers. It used to be that the only time you would
see other vehicles parked here was on a summer’s day when, in the days before the parking area, they
would line the upslope side of the street. Now, even on a mid-winter weekend morning you can expect to
see half a dozen cars parked here. It is a sure sign of the improved way-finding due to NALT-installed
park trail markers and signs, as well as increasing community use and familiarity with the popular hike.
Soon, the lower slopes will be similarly marked once the Regional District of Nanaimo and Vancouver Island University agree on an access route through the University’s woodlot.
What to pack for a hike in the changeable conditions of a February day ? I am rarely accused of underpacking. This day, I have on my back not one but two first aid kits, two cameras, a book of birds and another of animal tracks, a dry change of clothes tucked into a dry bag, a large garbage bag, my lunch, the
dog’s lunch, a litre and a half of water, a folding saw, a multi-tool, an air-horn, two flashlights, my slip-on
ice-grips, a pair of snowshoes, and a cell phone. It is good to note that most of the trails get pretty decent
cell coverage, a handy resource should it be needed—and it’s also fun to call a friend from the summit to
gloat. So, seemingly packed for a month long stay on the tundra, we start up.
Continued on page 6
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3rd Annual
Wild Foods
Festival &
Earth Day
Celebrations
-April 22nd

World-wide Earth
Sarah Wallbrook offers
Day Celebrations
delectable
wild desserts in 2011.
will be happening
on April 22nd, and,
in Nanaimo, this will include NALT’s 3rd Annual Wild Foods Festival. Again this year, NALT will partner with the City of Nanaimo to
plan, organize and host this popular seasonal event. It’s an appropriate date for celebrating the natural bounties of the land and
the creativity of our community.
Once again, the main focus of the festival will be food samples
prepared by local chefs that feature an array of delicious, wild
local ingredients. Stinging nettle ice cream anyone? Samples are
available for the very reasonable price of a food ticket or two
($1/ticket), and if you’ve attended the previous two years, you’ll
know how tasty and how popular the food will be. We are making
plans to have more chefs with more samples available this year;
but it is probably still good to plan to get there early, before some
of the most popular items run out.
In addition to the focus on wild foods, there will be much more
happening at this event. The creativity of our community is
present in many forms. Vendors will offer local foods and crafts;
local musicians will take turns filling the Bowen Auditorium with
lively music, and speakers will talk about food security.
Outdoors, there will be a guided plant walk or two, a chance to
learn lawn-bowling, or try your hand at Frisbee golf, plus more
vendors and community information tables.
The entrance fee is again just a twoonie, with free admission for
kids 10 and under. And once again, a Kidzone will be available
where you can park your little ones while you take in a speaker,
learn to lawn bowl, or do some shopping from the vendor tables.
Mark the date on your calendar and we’ll look forward to seeing
you on Sunday, April 22nd, 11am to 3:30 pm, at the Bowen Park
Complex, 500 Bowen Road. Check out the NALT website for
more details in the coming weeks.

www.nalt.bc.ca
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NALT’s 16th AGM
On December 1st, 2011 NALT held its 16th Annual General Meeting at the Bowen Park Complex.
Thirty-three voting members attended the meeting.
Everyone who presented reports spoke about the mixed year NALT had—from the low of lay-offs to the highs
of a very successful Nanaimo River Symposium.
A highlight of the evening came early on as Dale Lovick, Co-Chair of the NALT Board of Directors,
presented a framed certificate to NALT’s founder and long-standing Board Director, Barbara Hourston—
declaring her to be an Emeritas Board Director. Barbara was the person who, in the early 1990s, decided that
Nanaimo needed a land trust organization in place so as to be ready when opportunities for land
acquisition, such as the Linley Valley, surfaced. She researched the concept of land trusts, and brought
Tyhson Banighen of the Turtle Island Earth Stewards in Salmon Arm to Nanaimo for a weekend
workshop—to teach us all how to start up a land trust. From that weekend, not only was NALT born, but also
Cowichan Community Land Trust and Habitat Acquisition Trust in Victoria. Barbara has now stepped back
from an active role on the NALT Board, but has assured us that she will remain an active member of NALT.
Following the Reports section of the agenda, a special resolution was discussed and passed regarding the
Martha Warde property (see November 2011 News from NALT).
Next, came the election of Board Directors. Up for re-election were Allan Hawryzki and Ron Tanasichuk, and
up for new election was Austen Scott, who had been appointed internally by the Directors some months
earlier. Nominations from the floor generated two new additions: Stephanie Mills and Arla Jean Murch. With a
motion moved and carried by the members present, all nominees were acclaimed to the Board for a two year
term. They join current Board members, Holly Blackburn, Dean Gaudry, Dale Lovick, Fraser Wilson and Jim
Young, who are all serving their second year of a two-year term. The NALT Board now totals 10 directors.
The business of the meeting done, everyone enjoyed the wide array of delicious offerings of a potluck dinner,
followed by a presentation about Hamilton Marsh by Ceri Peacey.
———————————————————————————————————-

Report on PROJECT NALT 2011
For a second year, NALT Board Directors and loyal members took to the phones during the months of
October and November—appealing to members and supporters to consider switching from annual memberships and/or donations to monthly pre-authorized giving, or simply to help us to get past our current financial
crisis by giving a straight donation, As Dale Lovick stated in his report at the AGM on December 1 st, asking for
money is the hardest job of all—but, once again, it worked. You responded to our pleas. Donations and
memberships continued to arrive far into January 2012.
The numbers are impressive, and, along with grants and fundraising activities, your recent donations and
memberships will keep NALT operating for at least the next few months. Here is some of the good news:
Total donations and memberships received through PROJECT NALT 2011 - $67,257
Total number of current NALT members – 534 (more than doubled from two years ago!)
But, the reality is that NALT is still far from sustainable as an organization. Most of the donations and
memberships received through this year’s PROEJCT NALT fundraising campaign were one-time.
Total one-time donations/memberships - $63,170 (and $41,000 of that was from a n extremely generous
donation of shares from one couple)
Total new monthly donors – just 30 (for an overall total of 128 monthly donors)
Total increase in monthly pre-authorized contributions - $4,087 annually (for a total annual income of
$28,004 from monthly donations)
For NALT to become a financially sustainable organization from year to year, we need all 500+ members to
become monthly donors. If you are not already doing so, please consider switching your giving to a monthly
donation, for as little as $5 a month. And you will never have to renew your membership again—or miss an
issue of News from NALT. Forms for making the switch can be found on the back page of this newsletter.
Thanks to ALL of our members and donors for your continued support for NALT. Again and again, it’s the
community that has been NALT’s greatest supporter!

Bottles for the River
On January 7th, a grey and rainy day, NALT held the latest bottle collection day in the parking lot of the NALT
office on Wallace Street. This location, while not as high profile as the parking lot of Country Club Centre,
offers the opportunity to go indoors to get warm, should weather conditions call for it. And they did!
NALT volunteers braved torrential downpours and wind to raise funds for the Nanaimo River Project. But, not
rain, nor wind, nor dark clouds could keep the volunteers from their appointed tasks. Hot beverages and a
hearty BBQ bolstered the strength and spirits of all. And, with good care, everyone made it through the day
without a single case of hypothermia.
This year, at the suggestion of one of our members, several residential streets in the Old City
neighbourhood immediately adjacent to the NALT office, were also canvassed for bottles. Notices were
delivered door-to-door in advance, asking people to place their bags of refundables at curbside by 10 am, and
two vehicles toured the area Saturday morning, picking up many bags of good stuff.
By the end of the day, as the rain-fed parking lot ponds subsided and the winds blew themselves out, the hard
work had paid off—together, we raised close to $1300. That’s pretty good for a winter collection! And thanks,
Ellis, for the door-to-door idea.
Thanks also to everyone who donated refundables to the cause. And special thanks to the volunteers, who
always do such a great job. Our next bottle drive will be April 14th at Country Club Centre. See you there.

Estate Planning- A Lasting Legacy
Are you thinking about naming NALT as a beneficiary
of your estate? If so, here are some tips.
First, we encourage you to seek the services of a legal
professional.
Next, it's up to you to decide how your bequest will be
used. Allocation of undesignated bequests will be
decided by the NALT Finance/Allocations Committee.
Designated bequests will be directed to a specific
project or program of your choice.
Please keep in mind that there may be related costs
attached to your gift that could impact on NALT’s
financial demands. This can be particularly so with a
bequest of property. These could include probate fees,
taxes payable on transfer of property, repairs and
maintenance, plus future financial demands. Your legal
advisor may be able to offer some suggestions about
how to offset these costs. If you would prefer, NALT’s
lawyer would be willing to discuss these issues with
your legal advisor.
If you are thinking about including NALT in your planned
Undesignated Bequest Language: for bequests
estate giving, here is some language to ensure that
that NALT can use at its discretion: “I give to the
your gift will be used for the purpose that you intend.
Nanaimo & Area Land Trust the sum of $____ or
Designated Bequest Language: for bequests toward
__% of the residue of my Estate or ___________
a specific project or program of your choice. “I give to
______________________ (property description).”
the Nanaimo & Area Land Trust the sum of $____ or
If you intend to name NALT in your will and have
__% of the residue of my Estate. I direct that this be
further questions that you need answered, call
used for the benefit of ____________________(name
250-714-1990, or email admin@nalt.bc.ca
of the project or program or endowment account)
News from NALT
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The Nanaimo River Team Bids Farewell
From our first task of canvassing South Wellington and Cedar door-to-door with information about the
Nanaimo River Strategies Project and an upcoming meeting, to our last task of taking GPS readings along
the Nanaimo River, the Nanaimo River Team learned many valuable skills and had many new
experiences during our seven months working with NALT.
The first information meeting, held in South Wellington with the support of the South Wellington and Area
Community Association, was a great way to get the team’s “feet wet” and work together as a team to
organize an event. The second meeting in Cedar, supported by the Mid-Island Sustainability and
Stewardship Initiative, had a large turnout and was a forum for residents to voice their thoughts. During
these information meetings, our team was able to meet many residents who live in the rural south end of
the RDN, and hear local concerns about the Nanaimo River watershed and groundwater issues.
The Nanaimo River Stewardship Symposium (NRS), held in late
Become a Certified
September, cemented the River Team’s bond. With the experience of
NALT staff, a great partnership with VIU, and capable volunteers, the
Streamkeeper
Symposium was a solid success. The Working Group sessions in
Attend an interesting and
November 2011 and January 2012 brought back many stakeholders who
educational 2-day
attended the Symposium, as well as new ones—to participate in the
Streamkeepers
Workshop
design of the Nanaimo River Project. These are the people who will carry
and
you’ll
never
look at a
forward future strategies for stewardship and protection of the Nanaimo
stream
or
river
in
the
same way
River watershed. Our team was privileged to be part of this process.
again. Guaranteed!

.

In December, three members of the River Team completed the Pacific
Streamkeepers Workshop and became certified Streamkeepers of the
Nanaimo River. The fourth member, who had to miss the last session, is
now signed up for the next Workshop—scheduled for March 3rd and 4th.

Join biologist Dave Clough
at the Nanaimo River Hatchery
Saturday March 3rd and Sunday
March 4th, 9 am to 4 pm.
No charge, thanks to
a grant from CCCU.
ONLY 3 SPACES LEFT !
Call NALT at 250-714-1990

The River Team would like to thank all NALT staff for making us feel
welcome and part of the bigger team, the NRS Symposium Committee
for their guidance and wisdom, NALT Board members for their support
and interest in the team, the NALT Native Plant Nursery for educational
fieldtrips, and the NALT volunteers who worked beside us. Lastly, we would like to applaud the many
wonderful supporters who helped NALT during its financial crunch last fall. While that crisis did not affect
our project directly, it was inspiring to watch the community come to NALT’s aid during that time.
From water-quality testing to building community outreach and awareness, and an educational package for
schools, all River Team members gained new skills and honed existing one. Each of us will carry this
experience with us into the future!

We never know the worth of water
till the well is dry. ~Thomas Fuller.
NALT’s JCP River Team from left to right: Lisa Fiske,
Lauren Fegan, Hayden Gabel and Jennifer Wilson.
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ABOVE THE FOG continued from page 1.
The hike begins by crossing a floating foot-bridge across Witchcraft Lake. The view from the bridge is quite
unique—haunting, flooded dead trees roiling in mist. And, today, fragile ice covers the lake. Reaching the
other side, we face a choice of three trails: Trail 3 to the left, Trail 2 a short distance to the right, and Trail 1
a little further along. The trails were named (numbered) when access to the mountain was gained by
Hiking around Witchcraft Lake. Back then, Trail 1 was the most well-used of the three; now it seems like
more and more folks choose Trail 2. After a short discussion, Gabe and I decide on Trail 1.
Very quickly, we start heading UP. No matter what time of year, I have yet to hike up Benson without
breaking a sweat. Today, my sweaty, gasping efforts are quickly rewarded as we climb above the fog into
a clear, crisp winter day. It isn’t always this way. Sometimes the trail ascends from fog into cloud, only to
descend into fog again. On those days, well-known paths can look unfamiliar; the view from the summit
may extend only as far as an arm’s reach, and the moist air slowly soaks through. After a fresh snow, trails
are hidden from view and it is easy to get off trail—especially on the lesser-marked woodlot trails on the
lower mountain. Today, it’s easy to follow a well-worn path tromped through the snow.
The slushy snow turns icy as we climb. I slip on the ice twice before I think to put on my ice grips—webs of
rubber with metal-spiked treads that make an icy hike both enjoyable and safe. The snow conditions are
quite changeable on the hike. Elevation and exposure to sun (or lack of) can cause you to slip, slide, and
sink as you go. By the end of this hike, I will have switched from bare boots, to ice-grips, and snowshoes—all the while leaning heavily on my hiking poles. Gabe seems unaffected by the changeable snow.
Trail 1 not only affords a view of a waterfall, it is also the
most direct route to the Park. Soon we are at the Park
boundary. You know you have arrived at the park by
the uniform trail signs mapping the various routes to the
summit, and bright plastic squares marking the trails as
you go. Since NALT crews installed the markers four
years ago, many have been broken by vandalism,
weather, or the expanding trunks of trees. I make a
mental note to come up this spring and replace the
missing markers. The signs themselves are faring well,
despite the occasional bullet wound and some posts
whittled thin by people carving their names into them.
After another discussion about the various merits of the
different routes of ascent, Gabe and I decide to take the
Te’tuxw’tun Trail to the top. This route avoids a steep
Gabe in repose– photo Paul Chapman
scramble or two, and will probably be easier on both the
dog and me. We set out on the Old Logging Road Trail
that was once used to access areas for logging. The most recent logging, in 2003 and 2004, sparked the
community to rally, and to raise awareness and funds used to purchase the land that is now the Mount
Benson Regional Park. As we walk this road, I notice the tops of young cedar and fir trees emerging from
the snow—planted by a NALT crew a couple of years back as part of a reforestation plan. Where the old
road meets the Te’tuxw’tun Trail, a sign indicates a re-routing of the trail to protect a seasonal stream. This
same NALT crew decommissioned the logging road route, dragging fallen trees across the route and
planting willow whips and coniferous trees, as well as deepening a pool to enhance habitat for red-legged
frogs and other amphibians. We climb the trail, passing over water-bars and log steps—also built by NALT
and RDN crews—unseen beneath the snow.
The wide-stance gait necessitated by snowshoes starts to wear me down much faster than the easier
ascents of summer; but just as I begin to wonder what I was thinking when I decided to do this hike, the
trail levels off and I glimpse blue sky through the trees ahead
page
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Soon we are at the summit, our hard work rewarded. In the bright sun reflecting off the snow and in a stiff,
cold breeze, we take in the view. A thick bank of fog stretching from the mainland across Georgia Strait
shrouds Nanaimo from our view. The distant peaks of the Arrowsmith Massif in one direction, and Mount
Baker in the other, dominate the west and east horizons. The southern view from the summit offers a fogfree winter vista over-looking Blackjack Ridge. I typically don’t take many pictures on these hikes (I have a
hard-drive full of pictures that began as breathtaking panoramic views, reduced to blurry, mundane images
by the click of my camera shutter) But today I take a couple of pictures—one of Gabe reclining on the
snow and another of the fog-veil covering Nanaimo.
Soon, the wind is cutting through my damp clothes. I swap them for a dry layer in my pack, and Gabe and I
tuck into our lunches. As I crunch down on my hastily-prepared repast of carrots and celery I turn an
envious eye to Gabe’s homemade stew—but she doesn’t seem to be in a sharing mood. After some more
time spent enjoying the views and the bright day, I strap on my snowshoes and we begin our descent.
As we retrace our steps down Te’tuxw’tun trail, it seems as if Gabe’s pads are starting to be bothered by
the icy edges of the snow’s crust. Soon, she follows close behind me, stepping only where my
snowshoes have compacted the snow. Sensing her discomfort and trying to take a route that will be easy
on her feet, we head out of the park towards the Hubcap Trail. This takes us near to a spur line logging
road NALT decommissioned and replanted with native grasses. It is also turns out to be near the route
recently walked by a cougar—as evidenced by the fresh tracks in the snow. Mount Benson and its
surroundings are home to many animals. Usually you’ll see only squirrels and ravens, but you might also
come across the occasional elk or cougar—or most likely a bear. I can’t
help glancing over my shoulder as we continue down the trail.
We are quickly out of the deeper snow and Gabe’s feet seem none the
worse for wear. As we approach Hubcap Trail, there are signs of active
logging just below the trailhead. This is Island Timberlands property and,
for awhile now, road maintenance and boundary flagging has augured the
resumption of harvesting activities . Even though the trail hasn’t yet been
affected, it is quite likely that it will soon be unusable—and certainly too
close to active logging for safe hiking. At the bottom of the Hubcap Trail,
Cougar prints in the snow
we join the Outer Bypass Trail and head back towards Witchcraft Lake.
Soon we are back in the van and descending into the thickening layers of fog. Total trip time: 4.5 hours.
Each season presents a different mix of challenges for hiking up Mount Benson. It is a good idea to go with
a knowledgeable guide the first few times. During the summer months, NALT offers guided hikes up Mount
Benson for a modest fee, and we also have route maps available for purchase at the NALT office and at
various retailers around town. If you are thinking about hiking up Mount Benson for the first time, feel free
to call the NALT office (250-714-1990) with your questions.
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News Update from Natural Abundance Native Plant Nursery
Signs of spring are beginning to show at the NALT Native Plant Nursery. The first Indian Plum leaves have
burst open, and bulbs are just now peaking their tips out of the winter soil. Last fall, volunteers packed
plants in mulch to protect them from winter cold and wet, and now we see the joyous results.
Did you know that the nursery inventory is posted on the NALT website, updated monthly? Find it at
www.nalt.bc.ca You will see a list of 139 plant species, with a stock of more than 2,000 plants on hand,
plus 39 varieties of seeds – all local native species. Take a look at the website,
or visit the nursery at 3145 Frost Road in Cassidy.
Because of a funding shortage, nursery hours are still limited to Wednesdays,
from 10 am to 4 pm. Wednesdays are busy days, with dedicated volunteers
working to ensure that plants, grounds and facilities are cared for. If you’re looking to volunteer, consider joining us for the enjoyable work and camaraderie.
Coming up:
Seedy Sunday is March 4th at Bowen Park auditorium, from 10 to 3. The
nursery will be there with a variety of native plants for sale, in addition to
native seeds hand-packaged by volunteers
Wild Foods Festival is on Earth Day, April 22nd, at Bowen Park auditorium,
11 to 3:30. NALT will again host this popular event in partnership with the
City of Nanaimo. The nursery will have tables of plants and seeds for sale.
The annual Morrell Plant Sale is Saturday, May 5, at the Morrell Nature
Sanctuary. The NALT nursery will be on hand with tables of native plants,
seeds, and planters.
The CVIBGS spring plant show that has been held many years for 3 days at
Beban Park will take a break this year. There may be an abbreviated or
alternative show, but details are not yet available.
Also coming up are native plant workshops and guided plant walks at the
nursery Workshops will include such topics as plant identification, how to
incorporate native plants into your home landscaping, and how to select and
care for your plants. Spring workshop dates and topics will be listed on the
NALT website at www.nalt.bc.ca Pre-registration is required and there will be a
modest fee
For other information or answers to your gardening questions, call me at 250816-6466. Leave a message and I will return your call.
Happy Spring Gardening!
submitted by Susan Fisher
NALT Native Plant Nursery Manager

“Weeds are
flowers too, once
you get to know
them.”
Eeyore,
from A. A. Milne’s
Winnie the Pooh
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NALT Calendar 2013
Since the late fall, through the Christmas season and into the new year, many people have been
approaching us about one subject: Where are the NALT calendars this year?
As you may recall, in September we made the decision to forgo publishing a 2012 calendar due to a
shortage of funds at that time. Just when we needed to prepare the calendar and send it to the printer we
were laying off staff and trying to deal with the latest funding crisis.
Since making that decision, we have heard from many of you—from the folks who send calendars out of
town and abroad to friends and family in far-flung places, to impress them about the natural beauty of the
Nanaimo area; from the NALT supporters who give them as gifts to colleagues and clients, and from those
people who appreciate the reminder of upcoming NALT events. We have heard you.
We will produce a NALT calendar for 2013!
We’ll need your help, though. We also came up a bit short last year on a good selection of photos for all
seasons. Please share your wonderful photos of the natural beauty that makes this place so special. Our
deadline for photo submissions is June 24th at midnight. For photos to be considered, they need to be
formatted in landscape (not portrait) and of a high enough resolution for clarity when printed at 81/2” x11”.
The subject of the photos submitted should feature an area that NALT has helped to protect or steward.
Please email your photos to paul@nalt.bc.ca by the deadline, or drop off a digital copy at the NALT office,
#8-140 Wallace Street. No negatives, please.
Those photographers whose images are chosen for the calendar will receive 5 free copies of the calendar.
You will be asked to sign an agreement granting NALT limited rights to use the image for other NALT items
(such as note cards, postcards and posters). You will receive recognition each time it is used.
Breaking News.
We have already received a thoughtful donation of $125 from Timothy J. Huntsman Law Corporation, who
phoned in January, wanting buy a 2012 calendar. When he learned that we did not publish one this year,
he sent a donation specifically designated to help off-set the production costs of next year’s calendar!
Thank you for your support.

Did you know?
If you shop at the
Soap Exchange
at the
Country Club Centre
and mention that you
support NALT,
Barry and Shirley Reid,
owners of the
Soap Exchange,
will donate to NALT
10% of the dollar value
of your purchase.
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The Nanaimo River Estuary Campaign
Protect Our Most Precious Mid-Island Coastal Asset
‘The Nanaimo River estuary is one of the highest-ranking estuaries in terms of fisheries resource
value, productivity, and social/recreational value. -BC Ministry of Environment
Recommendations coming out of the Nanaimo River Symposium at VIU, hosted by NALT last fall,
supported a northern boundary for the proposed National Marine Conservation Area (NMCA) that would
extend around Gabriola Island and into the estuary.
Gold area represents proposed extension of NMCA

Further to that , according to the
Nanaimo Estuary Management
Plan (2006),
“The estuary is one of the
greatest natural assets in the
region and it is important to
ensure that this resource is
protected to yield the best
social and economic returns

And comments from candidates in the recent local elections, also supported this initiative – suggesting that
an NMCA designation will help restore our coastal marine habitat, encourage tourism, and lead to a viable
commercial and sports fishing industry based on sustainable harvesting. Candidates regarded the
Nanaimo River and estuary as an important and vital part of the coastal health of mid -Vancouver island .
With the Southern Strait of Georgia NMCA expected to be declared this year, we have just six months to
convince the federal and provincial Environment Ministers that the northern boundary should
be extended from the southern tip of Gabriola Island, to include the Nanaimo River estuary.
Following encouraging correspondence recently received from the federal Minister of the Environment,
the Honourable Peter Kent, we’ve proceeded to make a number of formal requests for support … to the
City of Nanaimo’s Mayor and Council, the Board of Directors of the Regional District of Nanaimo, the
Islands Trust, and to Chief White, for the attention of the Snuneymuxw First Nation.
We are also reaching out to local organizations and individuals who may have interest. Public
involvement and support is absolutely essential for success, and of course very welcome. We will be
looking to form a Committee of interested parties, by mid-March, as the proposal gathers momentum.
As plans proceed we also look forward to co-hosting public meetings with local organizations, to
encourage consideration and options for the Nanaimo estuary – and Canada’s marine environment. We
hope to welcome the Minister or his representatives to Nanaimo this spring, and to assist in scheduling
private and public meetings that advance this proposal and the benefits it will bring to the region.
A map of the proposal, and related information and benefits, have been posted on our website. We invite
you to contact us if you are interested in this initiative – and by all means to please let us know if you have
additional suggestions on how we may support a NMCA designation for the Nanaimo estuary.
This one-in-a-lifetime opportunity to pull together for the river and estuary, could make Nanaimo and
region part of a national coastal reserve extending through the Gulf Islands to Cordova Bay in Saanich.
For more information, contact:
Laurie Gourlay, President, Mid Island Sustainability & Stewardship Initiative,
Phone: 250-722-3444
Email: info@missimidisland.com
News from NALT
www.missimidisland.com
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Nanaimo River Strategies
Following NALT’s successful Nanaimo River Symposium in September 2011, planning and activities to
promote stewardship of the Nanaimo River watershed continue to move forward. Since then, there have
been two Working Group sessions, involving a wide cross-section of participants—from community groups
to government agencies to industry and forestry representatives. Thirty-five people attended the first
session in November; 25 were able to make the second one in January.
From these sessions, many ideas have emerged about next steps to take towards greater stewardship of
the watershed—and some first actions have begun.
Information outreach was carried out at Country Club Mall in December; and, at the same time,
education packages about the Nanaimo River watershed were hand-delivered to area schools.
Applications have been submitted to granting agencies (and more are being prepared) for funding a
Fish Habitat Survey and a Terrestrial Habitat Inventory, from which to formulate restoration and
enhancement activities and other future actions.
Next, a sub-committee is meeting to discuss models of consensus-based governance and develop a
structure for the emerging organization. The NALT Board has agreed for NALT to continue on an
interim basis (for at least the next year) to serve as the “secretariat” for this emerging group.
Other sub-committees will meet between now and April to develop actions for outreach and to consider
future acquisitions. Efforts to attract other stakeholders will continue .
On April 26th the full Working Group will meet to review progress to date.
The Working Group also plans to hold a one-year anniversary meeting on or around September 30th, 2012
(Rivers’ Day) to present a report back to the greater community about the progress of plans and actions
thus far, and to seek input from community.
If you would like to
participate in this
process of
developing and
implementing
long-term
strategies for the
stewardship and
protection of the
Nanaimo River
Watershed, but
have not yet
stepped forward, it
is certainly not too
late. Simply call or
email the NALT
office and ask to
have your name
added to the
Working Group list.
Email us at
admin@nalt.bc.ca
or phone
Joe Materi of URSUS Environmental addresses the Working Group
250-714-1990.

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever does — Margaret Mead

NALT is Seeking Your Previously
Enjoyed Treasures

Treasure Traders First Listing

The Nanaimo & Area Land Trust is adding a new
component to our newsletter—a forum for you to
“sell” some of your quality used items, with a
charitable twist.
For many years, NALT has been accepting goods
and services from our loyal supporters and donors;
and we have passed on recognition for these
donations in the form of thanks in our newsletter
and charitable tax receipts for all donations valued
at $20 or more.
Recently, an idea came up that can provide you
with an easy way to trade in some items that you
may not need anymore—and receive a tax receipt
for their fair market value. The NALT TREASURE
TRADERS is a forum where we will be happy to
accept your donations of good quality, marketable
items that other News From NALT readers might
treasure.
How it Works:
You have an item for sale; let’s say it is an oven.
Instead of you advertising it in a regular newspaper, Craig’s List or the Buy, Sell and Trade, and
having to haggle with people over the price, and
other complications of sale, you send NALT the
details about the item and a fair asking price (a
photo may be useful). Then we post it in the NALT
TREASURE TRADERS column of our newsletter.
When your item sells, you will receive a tax receipt
for the selling price of the item, and NALT will
benefit from the funds raised by the sale.

Dory 11 Lake Boat, made in England
Needs a little tlc.
Motor and trailer not included.
$200 to a good home.
Call NALT at 250-714-1990
To arrange a viewing

If all mankind were to disappear, the
world would regenerate back to the rich
state of equilibrium that existed ten
thousand years ago. If insects were to
vanish, the environment would collapse
into chaos. ~Edward O. Wilson

The listing might look something like this:
Panasonic Inverter Oven: near-new condition
Contact: NALT for details
Phone: 250-714-1990
Email: admin@nalt.bc.ca
Asking Price: $200 obo
NALT can help you to price your item at fair market
value. If the buyer would like to view the item,
NALT will arrange that on your behalf and at your
convenience
NALT will benefit from the $200 sale, and you will
benefit from the tax receipt for the value of your
donation. We all win!
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NALT PHOTO GALLERY

Clockwise, from lower left:
Dean Gaudry and Aspengrove students
talk about bio-diversity in the Linley
Valley, February 2012
The JCP River Team gets a first-hand
orientation of Mount Benson, summer
2011
Elaine Tomyn and other stalwart NALT
volunteers brave rain and wind to sort
Bottles for the River, January, 2012

There is a sufficiency in the world for man's need
but not for man's greed. ~Mohandas K. Gandhi

Barbara Hourston, NALT’s first
Board Director Emeritas, has her
cake and eats it too, at the AGM,
December 2011
News from NALT
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~ THANK YOU ALL ~
Many thanks to all the individuals, organizations and businesses who have donated their time and skills as
volunteers, contributed items or services, made financial donations, renewed or started a membership, or
begun a monthly pre-authorized contribution (PAC). October 21, 2011 to February 15, 2012
Individual Donations – Moorecroft Acquisition: Dale & Myna Graham; Wayne & Kathy Larson; Joseph Skipsey;
Albert & Marjorie Stewart
Individual Donations – Mt. Benson Phase II: Dorothy Kieser & Family; Hugh & Rosemary MacNaughton;

In honour of Bob Murphy (1); Merry Christmas (2); Miscellaneous (1)
Individual Donations – Nanaimo River: Carol Meekes;

Individual Donations – PROJECT NALT: Neil Bourne; John & Lynda Butterworth; Hayden Gabel;
Joan B. McIntyre; Eleanor Miller; Eleanor Routley; Katie Scheper & Patricia; Joan Stelling; Ruth Withler;
In honour of Barbara Hourston (1)
In honour of Noella Rickaby’s 50th Birthday (1)
In honour of Gail Adrienne (1)
In memory of Roy Williamson (1)
Miscellaneous (1)
Individual Donations – Van Kerkoerle Acquisition: Marjorie Stupich;
New Individual Monthly Donors/Members: Gary Ansell; Aquaparian Environmental Consulting Ltd.;
Evelyn Burrows; Ruth Caspell & Gary Howell; Joy Christian; Doneal Cohen; David Cutts; ESCCO Solutions; Jacob
Etzkorn; Joy Hunter; Gerald LaPorte; Zeni Maartman; Craig McCracken; Robert & Barbara McDonald; Joan McIntyre;
Stephanie Mills; Mary Peters; John Prestley; Sharon Preston; Kulbinder Rai; Pauline Rosen; Jane Saxton;
Rosina Schmidt; Bob & Louise Sernoffsky; Mary Winder; Plus 5 increased their monthly donation
New Individual Donor/Members: Judith Albert; Lynn Alton; Francis Berry; Michelle Bigg & Mark Jonah; Holly &
Brian Calvin; Robert & Eleanor Carmichael; Charles & Frances Christopherson; Lesley Clarke & Stephen Laidlaw;
Suzanne & Gary Dodd; David Forrest; Judy & Joseph Goh; Bryan Henderson; Robert Hoffman; Patricia Hovell;
Marilyn & Phil Huffman; Thomas & Norah Humeniuk; Cliff Jackman; Bev & Larry Johnson; William & Helene Juby;
Augusto & Marta Juorio; K. & D. Ketchen; Ron Kulai; Mary Myers; Marla Lehtimaki; Sten Lloyd; Doreen Loor; Andrew
& Angela Lunny; Karen Maley; Mary & Helmut Mark; Louise Marr; Bev & Don McDowell; Carol Meekes; Gary Meyer;
Faye Mieras; John Nellist; Nori Nishio; Margaret Nitschkie; Edwin & Joan Norman; Ann & Roger Northwood; Glenda
Potter; Michael & Mary Priestly; Ron & Dolores Reimer; David & Jean Rhodes; Ryan Riddle; W.J. & J.R. Ross;
Marcel Schiller; John R. Scott; Betty Shaw; Brian & Marg Smith; Elvira Summers; Ron & Claire Surgenor; Roy &
Janet Taylor; Alida Thomson; Grace Tickson; Beverly Turpin; Caroline Wabisca; Dorothy Wallace; Graham Wallace;
Holly Wells; Kevin White; Tom & Marcia Williams; Williamson Land Surveying; Elizabeth Windley; Greg & Jody
Windley; Lawrence & Robyn Winkler; Cicely Wright; Susan Youle; Anonymous (5)
Business & Organization Donations: Acme Food Company; Soap Exchange Clean Up Club; Timothy J. Huntsman
Law Corporation (sponsor for NALT 2013 calendar)
Volunteers from November 1, 2011to February 15th, 2012: Gail Adrienne; Holly Blackburn; Adrianna Boettger;
Sean Cameron; Paul Chapman; Don Cohen; Deryck Cowling; Iain Culquhoun; Jesse Rain Cummings; Dave Cutts;
Jennifer Davidson; Sherri DeBoer; Yvonne de Quincy; Kathy Doyle; Doris Edwards; Lauren Fegan; Monica Felker;
Susan Fisher; Lisa Fiske; Justin Funk; Hayden Gabel; Dean Gaudry; Patrick Gage; Jo Graham; Allan Hawryzki; June
Herrington; Johanna Heuser; Pat Hogue; Barbara Hourston; Peter Jeremy; Christine Kaufmann; Barbara Kerfoot;
Anne Kerr; Jackie Kreczmer; Dale Lovick; Kieryn Mathews; Neetu Menon; Ryan Michael; Stephanie Mills; Wayne
Morgan; Arla Jean Murch; Susan Murphy; Betty Penston; Ellis Richer; Brian Roberts; Tamera Rogers; Parker
Schachtel; Teresa Schmidt; Jonathan Schumann; Chris Scorah; Austen Scott; Megan Smith; Bryony Solomon; Beth
Stanley; Ron Tanasichuk; Judy Tencer; Ruth Thirkill; Elaine Tomyn; Anneke Van Kerkoerle; Peter Van Kerkoerle;
Norm Wagenaar; Ryan Watson; John Wells; Larissa Whitehead; Fraser Wilson; Jennifer Wilson; Jim Young.
Donated Goods: City of Nanaimo; Country Club Center; Sheri DeBoer; Diana’s Garden Centre; Dugy’s Depots;
Pat Hogue; The Running Room; Vancouver Island University; Norm Wagenaar
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Donation/Pledge Form
THE MOUNT BENSON CAMPAIGN II

Quality Birding Supplies
and Expert Advice
Tel:
(250) 390-3669

Please send this completed form to:
Nanaimo & Area Land Trust
#8– 140 Wallace Street
Nanaimo, BC
V9R 5B1

www.go-nanaimo.com/birds
#6-6404 Metral Drive, Nanaimo, B.C.V9T 2L8

NALT MEMBERSHIP FORM

DONOR CATEGORIES
$50,000 or more

Ultimate Benefactor of Benson

Please send this completed form to:
Nanaimo & Area Land Trust
#8-140 Wallace St. Nanaimo, BC V9R 5B1
I would like to:

$10,000 to $49,999 Benefactor of Benson
$5,000 to $9,999

Hero of Benson

$3,000 to $4,999

Grand Champion of Benson

a)
b)

Renew my NALT Membership
Begin a NALT Membership
(Check the category that applies to you)

$1,000 to $2,999

Champion of Benson

$500 to $999

Patron of Benson

$100 to $499

Friend of Benson

less than $100

Senior/Low Income/Student -$12
__ Individual - $24
__ Family/Group/School - $36
__ Corporate - $60
c)

Sponsor of Benson

d)
My donation of $_______________ is enclosed
cash, cheque or credit card (check one)

I would like to become a monthly donor:

Please fill out the reverse side of this form in order to set up a
Pre-Authorized Contribution (automatically includes membership)
OR

AND/OR

I would like to pledge $_____________ in ___(#)
payments made monthly/annually/other_______

I would like to make a one time donation of:

$__________
Make cheque payable to: Nanaimo & Area Land Trust
OR

Please charge my Visa or Mastercard:
Credit Card #______________________________Exp Date :________
Signature:_________________________________________________

Make cheque payable to NALT- Mount Benson Acquisition.

Visa/MC#_________________________Exp Date:________
Tax receipts issued for donations of $20 or more.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
name_______________________________________________
mailing address_______________________________________

My name is
____________________________________________
(for tax receipt)

city_____________________Postal code___________________

Please record this contribution in the name of :

telephone_________________ email address_________________

(if different) _____________________________
I would like to remain anonymous (Check Here)

□

My street address:_____________________________
City:_____________________postal code __________
Phone:____________ Email:_____________________
Thank you for your continued support!
OFFICE ONLY: TR #_____________

Would you like to remain anonymous?
Tax receipts will be issued for contributions of $20 or more.
NALT does not sell, trade or loan our database of donors, members or
contacts to individuals or other organizations

Thank you for your continued support!
OFFICE ONLY: TR #_____________
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Nanaimo River Donation Form
I wish to donate to the Nanaimo River Project,
to assist with the costs of developing a Nanaimo River
stewardship strategy

Pre-Authorized Contribution (PAC)
Includes Annual Membership
Complete this section ONLY if you want to become a
monthly donor.
Yes, I authorize NALT to automatically withdraw from my
bank account on the 1st of each month beginning
This date__________________(yr/month/day):
$10.00
$20.00
$30.00

Donation Categories
$5,000 to $9,999
Benefactor
$1,000 to $4,999
Hero
$500 to $999
Champion
$100 to $499
Patron
$25 to $100
Friend
less than $25
Supporter
My donation of $____________ is enclosed as cash,
cheque or credit card (circle one)
Cheques should be made payable to NALT – Nanaimo River
Strategy Project OR provide credit card info
VISA/ MC#___________________________
Expiry___/___Signature_________________________
Charitable receipts will be issued for all donations of $20 or
more. TO receive your tax receipt and be on our contact list,
please fill out the section below.
NALT’s charitable tax # is 893193771
My Name :____________________________________

$40.00
Other amount:__________
I have enclosed a cheque marked VOID.

Mailing Address:_______________________________

OR

City/ Town:___________________________________

Yes, I authorize NALT to charge my Visa OR MasterCard the
1st of each month:

Postal Code:______________Phone:______________

$10.00
$20.00
$30.00
$40.00
Other amount:__________
Visa□ M/C□
#:__________________________Exp:_______
Signature:_________________________________________
Beginning: (Month)_____________, 20________
You may change or cancel your contribution at any time by
sending NALT written notice.
Please note: You will receive one tax receipt for the total amount of
monthly gifts after the end of each tax year.

Your membership & monthly contribution are
greatly appreciated.

Email Contact:________________________________
If this donation is being made in the name of someone other
than yourself, please give their contact information
Their Name___________________________________
Mailing Address:_______________________________
City/ Town:___________________________________
Postal Code:______________Phone:______________
I would like to remain anonymous on all NALT thank you
and recognition lists NO / YES (circle one)
NALT Thanks You for Your Support!
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